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Priority: Must have Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 100%
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Description

With FAL a new way to define file permissions (for storages) has been introduced.

You can set these in User TsConfig instead of doing it in the user record.

There is a backwards compatibility layer however which should

set the permissions according to the database entry in case no

permissions have been set in TsConfig does not work,

because of a wrong check for existence of UserTsConfig properties.

Instead of checking for an array (which is always the case), we

have to check if the array is not empty.

Associated revisions

Revision 0feea5b5 - 2013-08-07 17:03 - Helmut Hummel

[BUGFIX] Correctly set user storage permissions

With FAL a new way to define file permissions

(for storages) has been introduced. You can set

these in User TsConfig instead of doing it

in the user record.

There is a backwards compatibility layer, which should

set the permissions according to the database entry

in case no permissions have been set in TsConfig.

This however does not work, because of a wrong check

for existence of UserTsConfig properties.

Instead of checking for an array (which is always the case),

we have to check if the array is not empty.

Releases: 6.0, 6.1, 6.2

Resolves: #50872

Change-Id: I0ec30a1ae96c4b6916a3e46c7222f832c44f603e

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22921

Reviewed-by: Nicole Cordes

Tested-by: Nicole Cordes

Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader

Reviewed-by: Frans Saris

Tested-by: Frans Saris

Reviewed-by: Anja Leichsenring

Tested-by: Anja Leichsenring

Reviewed-by: Helmut Hummel

Tested-by: Helmut Hummel

Revision 20df9280 - 2013-08-07 17:04 - Helmut Hummel

[BUGFIX] Correctly set user storage permissions

With FAL a new way to define file permissions

(for storages) has been introduced. You can set

these in User TsConfig instead of doing it
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in the user record.

There is a backwards compatibility layer, which should

set the permissions according to the database entry

in case no permissions have been set in TsConfig.

This however does not work, because of a wrong check

for existence of UserTsConfig properties.

Instead of checking for an array (which is always the case),

we have to check if the array is not empty.

Releases: 6.0, 6.1, 6.2

Resolves: #50872

Change-Id: I0ec30a1ae96c4b6916a3e46c7222f832c44f603e

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22929

Reviewed-by: Helmut Hummel

Tested-by: Helmut Hummel

Revision 032d7ac3 - 2013-08-07 17:06 - Helmut Hummel

[BUGFIX] Correctly set user storage permissions

With FAL a new way to define file permissions

(for storages) has been introduced. You can set

these in User TsConfig instead of doing it

in the user record.

There is a backwards compatibility layer, which should

set the permissions according to the database entry

in case no permissions have been set in TsConfig.

This however does not work, because of a wrong check

for existence of UserTsConfig properties.

Instead of checking for an array (which is always the case),

we have to check if the array is not empty.

Releases: 6.0, 6.1, 6.2

Resolves: #50872

Change-Id: I0ec30a1ae96c4b6916a3e46c7222f832c44f603e

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22930

Reviewed-by: Helmut Hummel

Tested-by: Helmut Hummel

History

#1 - 2013-08-07 14:03 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22921

#2 - 2013-08-07 17:04 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-0 has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22929

#3 - 2013-08-07 17:06 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-1 has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22930

#4 - 2013-08-07 17:30 - Helmut Hummel

- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 032d7ac362ec60bd52023f8b6bf14294fcd9e016.

#5 - 2018-10-02 12:12 - Benni Mack

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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